Pronouns Exercise

Fill in the blanks.

1. Each of these colors ......................... you.
   - suit
   - suits

2. ......................... to the party.
   - Neither went
   - Both didn’t go

3. All of my friends ......................... arrived.
   - has
   - have
   - are
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4. Each of these puppies ……………………….. up for adoption.

- is
- are

5. Each of these roads ……………………….. to the station.

- lead
- leads

6. Everyone of them ………………………….. present there.

- was
- were
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7. Let ....................... get going.

   we
   us

8. Your need is greater than .........................

   my
   me
   mine

9. None of us ....................... seen him before.

   has
   have
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10. I like these ................................ of movies.

kind
kinds

11. People starve when ................................ have no money.

they
we
you

12. Somebody wanted a drink, ................................?

did they
didn't they
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Answers

Each of these colors suits you.
Neither went to the party.
All of my friends have arrived.
Each of these puppies is up for adoption.
Each of these roads leads to the station.
Every one of them was present there.
Let us get going.
Your need is greater than mine.
None of us has seen him before.
I like these kinds of movies.
People starve when they have no money.
Somebody wanted a drink, didn’t they?